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18 MAY 2006 . '!i{estyles . 

(NAPS I)-This season there's no need to fret 
over seemingly impossi~le-to-achieve styles.' 
The key is to make your look appear low
maintenance. A comfortable outfit with styl
ish trimmings, if done corr~ctly, can be your 
best look yet. 

• A Perfect Fit-To look your best, only wear 
properly-fitting clothes. Whether you're a 
size 2 or a 22, buy what fits and ignore the 
"number" size. Remember, just because you 
can button it, doesn't mean it fits. 

• Room To Breathe-This season is about 
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flowing fabric 
and soft move
ment. No super
tight styles here. 
To avoid looking 
frumpy, pair a 
full, flowing skirt 
with a, top that 
features straight, 
tailored . lines. 
Make sure .you 
can't fit two 
people in your 
tunic, but a little 
bit of. room
that's just per
fect. 

• Short Shorts
Who wears short 
shorts? Gals that 
are super fit or 
supermodels. 
Luckily, for the 
rest of us, gau
chos and 
Bermuda shorts are once again a 
warm-weather favorite. "Shorts" 
that meet the knee are'popping up 
everywhere. Dress 'em up with a 
sexy heel or dress them down with. 
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Update your 

summer look 

at Bejeweled 
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cute' flip
flops .... 
either way, 
they're 
hot. 

• Color, Me 
Bea utifu I-Ea rt h y 
tones are every-
where: beige, . 
cream, yellow. To 
stay ultrahip, lace 

• 

your. favorite' frock .with 
brown accents. Keep it 
earthy, keep it cool. 

• A Feminine Flair-A 
delicate ruffle here? An 
embroidered flower 
there? Lace? White cro
chet? Yes! Chances are 
that deep down, every 
woman has a touch of a 
,igirly-girl" sitting pretty 
inside of. her.' Subtle 
reminders of ·femininity 
can be found on every
thing from thick belts to 
bohemian skirts. 

• Can't Forget The 
Accessories -The fastest 
way to turn a boring, old, 
outfit into something fab 
is to pair it with some 

.' fun shoes and a big' 01' 
handbag. This season's 
shoes? Heels with· a 
'pee~aboo toe or funky 
wedge sandals. The 

.. bag? As long as it's big, 
it's ideal. Protect your 

. eyes with oversized sun-' 
glasses .. 

• -For The BOYS-Okay, 
ladies, it may not be all 

about us. The men in your 
life should be looking fabulous, too. This 
season, suggest preppy polo shirts and plaid 
shorts. If you've got a "guy's guy" o"n Y9ur 
hands, get him vintage T-shirts or leather 
flip-flops. Because after all, the better he 
looks, the better we look! 
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. Gue,sscwh~t's-'good: for'you now 
. Carroll .. 

C) Coffee, which has always 
a back seat to tea when it , 

'n..,.'Q~ to perceived health ben
is now in the good books' 

a growing number of, 
rch scientists. To keep 

e evolving' facts 
. ght, let's take a 

n .. , .. look at yester
myths along-· 

tod.ay's newest 
ion .. '..... n: 

est'erday:. There are no health 
. efits in a cup of black cO.ffee. 
oday: Fresh ground coffee may sur

tea for disease protecting properties. 
ntists studied the human body's inges-' 
of more than 70 food and beverage 

, .. r"" known to be rich in antioxidants. 
results for coffee showed that unex- . 

ctealv high levels of these cancer-fighting 
were absorbed immediately into 

bloodstream. A recently published 
rd University study showed that sever

ps of coffee per day reduced the risk of 

type 2 diabetes by 30 to 50 percent. 

Yesterday: Drinking coffee increases a 
woman's risk ?f developing breast can

cer. 
Today: Coffee has never been 

, linked to cancer., Health 
care professionals once 

believed that caf
feine, caused fibro

,cystic change (a 
, common breast condi-

"',> ..••.••.. tion characterized by 
' ..•.. \ cysts, lumpiness, tender-

" ness, and discomfort) but 
not cancer. In fact, several 

recent studies have shown 
that coffee might actually pre

vent breast cancer. The newest 
data comes from an extensive 

. Canadian study involving 1,690 
women in four countries and the findings, 
published in the International Journal of 

,Cancer (January 2006) show that increased 
daily coffee consumption is credited for pro-

, t~cting women from high-risk 'gene muta-
tIons. " ' , ' 

, . 
Yesterday: Coffee causes hypertension, or 

high blood pressure. 
Today: Studies show that for healthy peo-

ple, coffee is not linked to raising blood 
. pressure. In fact a recent U.S. study showed 
"drinking coffee in moderation produced 
. 'fewer side effects 
than generally 
expected, while 
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reducing hyperten
sion. In the elderly 
however,' several 
cups may cause a 
mild increase in 
blood pressure if the 
individuals already 
have a degree of 

. hypertension, and 
especially if they 
smoke. 

'tewart's 
F R U ITS, V E GE TAB L E S . &; DEL I PRO D. U C'T S 

It's Summer .. ';at last! 

Let Stewart's help you enjoy the outdoors with 
picnic or barbeque treats, such as: 

remember that you don't have to check our prices ..... 

Ask about our assortment of imported spedalty products from ArGentino 
We are·famous for our' fresh fruits & vegetables 
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